Car seat test from October 2019 by
Stiftung Warentest, ADAC, ÖAMTC and
TCS names Swandoo’s Albert double test
winner and best of the year!

Vienna, October 25th 2019

The Swandoo Albert baby car seat secures not just 1, but 2
impressive test wins, an incredible achievement for a small and
dedicated team who is striving to disrupt the market.
The fall 2019 test carried out by the top consumer rating associations Stiftung
Warentest, ADAC, ÖAMTC and TCS, gave Albert i-Size an impressive test debut.
Albert came first in its category with a score of 1,6 in the i-Size version with base,
and a score of 1,7 with a belted installation. This represents a real achievement for
both the young brand and the product category.

Albert being installed in the vehicle with the base wins the 3rd
best score ever obtained since the implementation of the new test
protocol in 2015, becoming an award-winning icon in both safety
and design.

According to Florian Königswenger, Senior Engineer R&D at Swandoo:

“We love the challenge of simplifying the product while improving safety
to the next level. It is very exciting for us and requires a lot of attention to
every single detail.”
Hitting the right notes with the brand philosophy, and giving a great validation to
the Swandoo team, Nicolas Gonzalez-Garrido, Chief Designer, stresses:

“As parents who develop products for our own children, this award
recognizes the quality of the work we do, with so much love, care, and
dedication. As a small team, it is very humbling and motivates us to
continue working in more solutions to help other families, like ours, to
achieve a better and more joyful lifestyle.”

LINKS
Albert test results | Albert + i-Size Base test results | www.swandoo.com

ABOUT SWANDOO
Swandoo was founded in 2014 as a brand for innovative family lifestyle solutions.
Combining a talented international design team with over 40 years of experience
in manufacturing, the company has set out to become a smart companion for
modern families, enhancing the well-being of parents and their children.
The next generation of car seats started with the launch of the design awardwinning Albert in Europe in 2019. An exciting line-up of other products will follow.
Swandoo is based in Vienna, with its own manufacturing in Suzhou, China.

For more detailed information on Swandoo and Albert, please visit
www.swandoo.com
Regular updates and news are also available on the following social media sites:
Facebook: Swandoo | Instagram: @swandoo
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